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SUMMARIZES the Chinese Communist Party’s effort to export its 
system of censorship to control how the rest of the world speaks and 
thinks about China.

DETAILS how China has been using economic pressures and 
extraterritorial laws to suppress and punish unfavorable narratives 
about China around the world.

 
IDENTIFIES key elements of the Chinese Communist Party’s campaign 
to subvert free speech abroad and censor narratives inconsistent with 
its ambition to build a new global order with China at the center.

PROPOSES actionable steps to raise awareness of and to counter the 
Chinese Communist Party’s campaign to censor narratives that do not 
support China’s geopolitical ambition.
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BACKGROUND

 ■ Chinese geopolitical ambition.   The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) aims to establish China as the preeminent, 
rule- and norm-setting power in the international system, and to change the “operating system” of democratic, 
rule-of-law societies to forms more congenial to Chinese global dominance.1   

 ■ U.S.  warnings.  U.S. officials have warned for some time that China aims “to shape a world consistent with 
[its] authoritarian model—gaining veto authority over other nations’ economic, diplomatic, and security 
decisions.”2  

 ■ Global censorship as an enabler for global power.   China seeks to ensure and consolidate its “return” to 
a central role in the world – a role CCP leaders say China held until Western powers unjustly seized it from 
China during a “Century of Humiliation” beginning in the 1800s.  The CCP feels it necessary to keep others 
from expressing or communicating unfavorable views of China and the “national rejuvenation” that the CCP 
has been pursuing in hopes of returning to that centrality.3  

CHINA AIMS TO RESHAPE THE GLOBAL “OPERATING SYSTEM” AROUND 
ITSELF

 ■ Seeking to control global narratives.  CCP officials regard it as their responsibility to control other countries’ 
narratives about China as part of its efforts to ensure global acquiescence in China’s seizure of the central role 
in the international system that they believe to be its birthright.4  

 ■ China’s “anaconda in the chandelier” censorship strategy.  The CCP’s censorship strategy is one that scholar 
Perry Link once likened to living under an “anaconda in the chandelier.”5   In such a system, it is “simultaneously 
very clear that the beast will drop on you if you offend it but notably unclear ...  just what will give offense.”  This 
naturally creates powerful incentives for prudential self-censorship.6  It incentivizes anybody living under the 
chandelier to err on the side of pro-CCP caution.

THE CCP AIMS TO CONTROL GLOBAL SPEECH ABOUT CHINA 
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 ■ Inducing self-censorship.  Domestic Chinese censorship works by inducing self-censorship.  CCP guidelines 
are drafted in general and somewhat vague terms, rather than giving clear specifics, instead broadly signaling 
what cannot be said.7  The public knows to err on the side of caution, because Chinese authorities sometimes 
inflict draconian punishments on people who say too much.

 ■ Pressure tactics to control speech.  Controlling how other countries, and people and institutions in other countries, 
speak about China is a key objective for the CCP, and, as China’s power has grown in the world, the CCP has 
turned increasingly to economic leverage and extraterritorial legal instruments to export Party censorship and 
suppress and punish unfavorable narratives about China and the CCP.

 ■ Exporting the “anaconda.”  Today, the CCP has been stepping up its efforts to place the rest of the world under 
the “anaconda in the chandelier.”  It seeks to shape how China, the CCP, and Chinese policies are depicted and 
discussed, not just among Chinese citizens living abroad, but increasingly also in Western media, academic 
settings, and even legal proceedings.

CHINA EXPORTS CENSORSHIP 

“CONTROLLING 
HOW OTHER 
COUNTRIES, AND 
PEOPLE AND 
INSTITUTIONS 
IN OTHER 
COUNTRIES, 
SPEAK ABOUT 
CHINA IS A KEY 
OBJECTIVE FOR 
THE CCP.”
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KEY ISSUES
AT STAKE

 ■ A significant worldwide threat.  The CCP is working to export worldwide its “anaconda in the chandelier” model 
of censorship: it is signaling that it will punish and penalize those who do not toe the CCP’s line in speaking 
or thinking about China.  This effort is pursued as part of a long-term campaign to place CCP authoritarianism 
in a dominant position in the international system.   It is urgent for leaders and society at large in democratic 
countries to recognize the nature and extent of this threat.

 ■ Official complaints.  For some time, Chinese diplomats have made a practice of lodging official complaints 
and demanding that stories and points of view they dislike be removed from public fora in other countries, 
even in Western countries that protect freedom of speech.  Examples are found of these complaints by China 
throughout the world:

 { As early as 2012, Chinese diplomats demanded that a small town in Oregon destroy a privately-painted 
wall mural supporting independence for Tibet and Taiwan.8

 { China has filed formal complaints with Australian officials over an alleged “lack of balance” in an academic 
yearbook discussing China.9  

 { Chinese officials have complained repeatedly for decades about the content of Japanese history textbooks, 
which they demand be rewritten to CCP specifications.10  

 ■ Economic and professional punishment.   It has become routine for Chinese officials to use economic pressure 
to coerce foreign entities into following CCP guidance about what may (and may not) be said about China.11    

 { Western academics studying China who might say or publish things the Party dislikes refrain from “engag[ing] 
with anything overly political relating to the Chinese State,” out of concern that China will deny visas and 
prevent them from doing research there.12   

 { Celebrities such as John Cena and professional sports organizations including the NBA avoid saying 
disfavored things, or they issue public retractions out of fear that China will subject them to boycotts.13   

 { Western media that publish stories embarrassing to the CCP are harassed or denied access to China.14  

 { Western movies are edited to comply with CCP dictates, examples including the editing out of the Taiwanese 
and Japanese flags that make incidental appearances in Tom Cruise’s movie Top Gun;15  and evidence 
suggests businesses even fire employees for criticizing CCP policies,16 all out of fear of exclusion from 
the Chinese market.

HOW CHINA USES PRESSURE TO EXPORT CENSORSHIP
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 ■ Legal penalties.  In 2020, the Chinese National People’s Congress passed a new “Hong Kong National Security 
Law,” Article 38 of which imposes criminal punishment for political activity both within China and in other 
countries.  Article 38 “effectively applies criminal penalties for vague political offenses to anyone, anywhere 
in the world, regardless of whether they have a substantial connection to Hong Kong.”17  

 { Chinese officials have already made clear that they consider street protests outside the Chinese Embassy 
in London to be violations of the new Hong Kong law.  Under its auspices, Hong Kong police have also 
issued an arrest warrant for Samuel Chu, a U.S. citizen living in the United States, for “collusion with a foreign 
government” — that is, with the United States of America.18  

 { In 2021, a new regulation from China’s Ministry of Commerce also makes it unlawful for any company to 
comply with any sanctions put in place by the United States related to China.  That is to say, Chinese law 
now prohibits companies from respecting U.S.  laws such as those that bar companies from contributing to 
Chinese human rights violations in Xinjiang.19  

 ■ Digital surveillance.  Recent reports detail how Chinese officials are extending their “internet dragnet to unmask 
and silence those who criticize the country on Twitter, Facebook and other international social media”20  as 
the CCP “turn[s] a major part of its internal Internet data surveillance network outward, mining Western social 
media, including Facebook and Twitter” in order to “equip its government agencies, military and police with 
information on foreign targets.”21  There is also evidence that an additional purpose of China’s expanding 
worldwide Internet surveillance and data-mining is to stockpile data in anticipation of the day when advanced 
computing enables analysis of such data to unlock even more effective methods of social control.22    

 ■ Building a “global anaconda.”  The net effect of these efforts is to export the kind of “anaconda in the chandelier” 
environment that CCP censors have imposed within China itself.  As one U.S.  professor noted in analyzing 
recent changes in China’s extraterritorial laws, the point of these laws isn’t directly to control or punish all 
China-related speech everywhere but rather to use the threat of coercive pressures “to put the fear of God 
into all China critics the world over.”23  The CCP, in other words, aims to learn how different societies react 
to different stimuli, including threats and rewards, so as to secure the Party’s position even more effectively 
in the future: it aims to make China’s “global anaconda” as efficient and effective as possible, everywhere.24  

 { So far, in response to the “rock” presented by China’s extraterritorialization of its censorship-promoting 
“anaconda in the chandelier,” the rest of the world presents merely a “soft place.”  

 { Even democratic, rule-of-law countries that claim to prize freedom of speech and debate as a foundation 
of their political and legal systems are vulnerable to attack and manipulation by China under the People’s 
Liberation Army concept of the “three warfares”: psychological warfare, public opinion warfare, and legal 
warfare.25    

 { China’s threats cast a wide shadow and threaten real consequences; to date, any countervailing incentives 
to resist those threats have been meagre at best.  More must be done to prevent China’s global campaign 
against free speech from succeeding.
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 ■ Sanctions against U.S. officials.  On January 20, 2021, the PRC announced sanctions against 28 persons, named 
and unnamed, then or recently serving in the Trump Administration, including the then-Secretary of State and 
National Security Adviser, banning them – or their associates — from entering or doing business with China.26  
This declaration added to “the rapidly expanding list of Chinese sanctions against U.S. personnel and entities, 
including several U.S. lawmakers and NGOs” as China implements its “grand ambition to enforce its law outside 
its own borders.”27  The aim is clearly to influence future actual or would-be U.S. officials.  The CCP’s message: 
offend us and you’ll never be able to do business in China — nor will your business associates, law partners, or 
other colleagues.

 ■ Sanctions against Lithuania and Australia.  After Lithuania allowed Taiwan to open a representative office in 
its capital, Vilnius, under the title “Taiwan” – a facility that some described as a de facto embassy28  — China 
responded by imposing a customs boycott against the Baltic country, immediately delisting Lithuania from the 
website of the Chinese Customs Ministry, and thus effectively prohibiting Chinese exporters from clearing any 
cargo for shipment to that country.29  China also sanctioned a wide range of Australian goods and services in 
response to public statements by the government criticizing China for blocking investigations into the origins of 
the COVID-19 pandemic30  and after Canberra had rejected a list of 14 political demands handed to it by Chinese 
officials.31  The message was clear here as well: even if you are a sovereign government freely elected and 
responsible to your people, question the CCP’s narrative of China and affront the Party’s sensibilities at your peril.

 ■ Sanctions against Western human rights lawyers.  After a group of British lawyers wrote about Chinese human 
rights abuses and genocide against Muslim Uighur populations in Xinjiang, the Chinese government imposed 
sanctions on prominent London attorneys – as well as five British Members of Parliament (MPs), two members 
of the House of Lords, an academic, and “several China-focused groups they lead.”32   In response, some high-
profile lawyers quit, and removed website references to the legal opinion criticizing China.33  Another message 
was thus sent, and apparently received: the legal profession had best think twice before expressing legal opinions 
or giving clients advice that would displease the Chinese Communist Party.  So much for the rule of law.34 

CHINA’S SANCTIONS IN ACTION: THREE EXAMPLES
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ACTIONABLE 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Western leaders, including those in government, academia, media, industry, and civil society, should do more to 
track and understand the myriad ways in which China exerts influence upon foreign media, academic, and political 
discourse, how it induces or coerces self-censorship abroad, and how such efforts are deeply corrosive to democratic 
debate and accountability, to academic freedom, and to the soundness and integrity of decision-making throughout 
society.  Scholars, journalists, and government officials, including institutions such as the U.S.-China Economic 
and Security Review Commission (USCC), should investigate and publicize the pervasiveness of the problem and 
make countering it a key public policy objective.  Heightening awareness of such threats is an essential first step 
to meeting them, and to preserving our rights and freedoms and the integrity of our institutions in the face of CCP 
bullying. Among various specific steps that could be taken in these regards might be:

 ■ The U.S. State Department, led by the Under Secretaries for Public Diplomacy, Economic Growth, and Democracy 
and Human Rights should make combating CCP global censorship a key element of U.S. diplomacy, and should 
work with U.S. partners and allies to develop coordinated response plans pursuant to which they would work 
collectively to support and assist countries facing such Chinese bullying and censorship pressures.

 ■ The State Department’s Global Engagement Center (GEC) – pursuant to its mandate “[t]o direct, lead, synchronize, 
integrate, and coordinate efforts of the Federal Government to recognize, understand, expose, and counter 
foreign state and non-state propaganda and disinformation efforts aimed at undermining or influencing the 
policies, security, or stability of the United States, its allies, and partner nations”35  – should track the CCP’s global 
censorship campaign and maintain a publicly-accessible “Chinese Global Censorship Tracker” webpage and 
“dashboard”-type interface that would enable anyone in the world to follow the CCP’s campaign and understand 
its scope and focus.

 ■ Subsection (c)(2)(J) of the USCC’s Charter36 should be amended to require that the Commission’s annual report 
to Congress include coverage of the nature and implications not merely of speech restrictions inside China but 
also Beijing’s worldwide campaign to export censorship and skew global narratives in ways favorable to the 
CCP regime.

 ■ The U.S. Department of Education should require American educational institutions accepting federal assistance 
to track reports of pressures against or harassment of students, faculty, researchers, or other persons on 
account of speech, scholarship, or other public positions disfavored by the CCP, and should withhold support 
from institutions that fail to protect their educational community from such coercion.  

IMPROVE SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AND FOSTER PUBLIC AWARENESS.  1
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 ■ U.S. Government institutions that support scientific and other research – including the National Science Foundation 
and the Department of Energy’s Office of Science – should similarly take steps to protect the research community 
against Beijing’s censorship campaign by making it a condition of federal research funding that findings and 
conclusions not be amended or adjusted in any way in response to any complaints or pressures that do not relate 
specifically and exclusively to the strength and integrity of the objective scientific evidence and argument therein, 
and should bar any institutions found to have made such changes from receiving federal funds in the future.

Institutions should push back against the bullying tactics of China’s would-be global censors, and should spotlight and 
reward the moral courage involved in resisting such pressures.  Universities should defend the intellectual freedom 
of their scholars and students, and refuse to enter into partnerships with those who attempt such censorship.  Media 
organizations should defend freedom of their journalists and repay censorship pressures with hard-hitting investigative 
journalism about CCP global censorship.  Businesses should make their resistance to CCP bullying a selling point in 
marketing and branding themselves as responsible members of society—just as they already do with social justice 
and environmental causes—and investors and customers should similarly reward those that do.  Legal groups and civil 
society organizations should help those facing oppressive measures such as the new Hong Kong National Security 
Law.  Voters should reward political political leaders who stand up to such measures and assist those suffering the 
consequences of refusing to let the CCP dictate their views and speech. Among various specific steps that could be 
taken along these lines might be:

 ■ The U.S. Department of Education should lead an initiative to encourage American institutions of higher education, 
research institutes, professional associations, and other such groups to agree to a “Joint Statement of Principles 
on Intellectual, Educational, and Scientific Integrity,” under which they would pledge to resist any efforts to restrict 
the exercise of free speech, scholarly writings, and scientific research on the basis of pressures or political 
complaints such as those from the CCP, and to provide transparency about funding from and relationships with 
institutions in China. 

ENCOURAGE RESILIENCE.  3

Prominent individuals and institutions that have chosen to change their public views and actions in response to CCP 
pressures should be identified and challenged to explain themselves – to the public, to their trustees or shareholders, 
to their customers, to their students, and to their voters.  Accountability is key: journalists and scholars can track and 
publicize those who kowtow in the face of CCP pressure, as well as those willing to stand up to it.  By design, there 
is no easy way to identify quiet, preemptive self-censorship of the type China is encouraging, but the phenomenon 
should both be better and more widely understood, and societies that value freedom and rule of law should make 
sure that any in their midst who do choose to self-censor must do so, in effect, in public view. 

IDENTIFY AND CHALLENGE.2
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To address foreign efforts to influence politics and public opinion in the United States, Congress passed laws years 
ago requiring disclosure by U.S. persons working in such capacities for foreign powers, the lead example being 
the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA). FARA was adopted in 1937 to put the “spotlight of pitiless publicity” 
on “pernicious propaganda” by foreign governments.37  As we have seen, however, the challenge the democracies 
of the world face today goes beyond just active propaganda, to include the CCP’s efforts to induce passive, quiet 
self-censorship about China.  Congress should thus explore the possibility of updating FARA – which was last 
overhauled in 1966 – to cover not just those who issue propaganda but also those who actively suppress the free 
speech of others on behalf of a foreign power.38  

REVIEW LEGACY STATUTES FOR POSSIBLE UPDATING. 4

To the degree that censors in Beijing do manage to cow some entities in the democratic world into silence about CCP 
abuses and the nature and policies of the CCP regime, moreover, Western institutions should step into the breach 
by doing more to draw attention to what authorities in Beijing seek to suppress around the world.  This should be 
the responsibility of all good journalists, but especially those non-profit organs that receive support from the U.S. 
Government, such as Radio Free Asia and Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty – organs under the U.S. Agency for Global 
Media (USASGM) which, while enjoying considerable journalistic and editorial independence, are nonetheless also 
expected to get “guidance on foreign policy issues” from the U.S. Secretary of State and ensure that their broadcasting 
is “consistent with the broad foreign policy objectives of the United States.”39  At the very least, the institutions that 
report to the USAGM should draw attention, in their own journalism, to speech that the Chinese Communist Party 
seeks to suppress around the world.  China’s efforts to bully someone into not saying something anywhere in the 
world should make that “something” a subject of greater coverage and attention than before.

DON’T LEAVE A VOID. 5

 ■ Congress should consider the creation of a regime of liability protection and tortious recompense for U.S. citizens 
or companies suffering economic harm as a result of CCP-instigated pressures in retaliation for disfavored speech.

 ■ The Department of Justice should establish mechanisms for (and funding of) legal assistance and support to 
those who face threats against them or family members as a result of the exercise of free speech disfavored by 
the CCP.  Private sector law firms should also be encouraged to make legal representation for such persons an 
important part of their pro bono practice.

 ■ Professional bodies, including the American Bar Association (ABA) and the bars of the various states, should 
consider amending ethics rules so as to dissuade professionals from refusing to represent or serve clients in 
response to CCP pressure.
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Western governments, including the United States, are no strangers to using sanctions to achieve important public 
policy goals such as penalizing human rights abuses, blocking financial support to terrorist organizations, interdicting 
drug traffickers, and preventing the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.40  As China increasingly uses its 
own sanctions (as well as counter-sanctions in response to human rights pressures) in an effort to control political 
discourse around the world, Western leaders should recognize that censorship is now becoming one of China’s most 
noteworthy exports – and they should identify that censorship itself as an activity potentially punishable by sanctions, 
including by adopting a framework that would allow the implementation of measures on a discretionary basis against 
those who knowingly facilitate or help enforce CCP dictates.

 ■ The President should declare the CCP’s global censorship campaign to present an “economic emergency” under 
the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA),41  and should provide by Executive Order for the 
possibility of imposing sanctions on any non-U.S. person or entity that knowingly facilitates, supports, implements, 
or otherwise contributes to such censorship efforts.  Under this framework, the Treasury Department’s Office of 
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) would be empowered to impose sanctions on such persons or entities, as well 
as potential “secondary” sanctions on those who engage with those subject to such U.S. sanctions.

 ■ The Department of Commerce should track CCP global censorship campaigns and add to its national security 
export controls “Entity List” any foreign company found to have assisted or participated in CCP efforts to suppress 
disfavored speech outside China.

 ■ The U.S. State Department should designate an official to coordinate with allies and partners on the most effective 
use of sanctions and counter-sanctions to blunt China’s efforts to export CCP censorship.

EXPLORE COUNTER-SANCTIONS AND COUNTER-COUNTER-SANCTIONS.  6

Fighting CCP global censorship should be a priority for U.S. Government institutions in many arenas, including in the 
work of independent commissions such as the U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC),42 which—at the urging of 
a prominent Senator—has launched a Section 332 probe of censorship as a non-tariff barrier to trade.43  Institutions 
such as the ITC should be staffed and resourced to understand and take appropriate regulatory action based upon 
how China’s export of censorship may affect their regulatory, advisory, or adjudicative missions. 

MOBILIZE UNDERUTILIZED U.S. INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITIES AGAINST 
CCP CENSORSHIP. 7
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“THE CHALLENGE THE 
DEMOCRACIES OF THE WORLD 
FACE TODAY GOES BEYOND JUST 
ACTIVE PROPAGANDA, TO INCLUDE 
THE CCP’S EFFORTS TO INDUCE 
PASSIVE, QUIET SELF-CENSORSHIP 
ABOUT CHINA.”  
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